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НЕ ЗАБУДЬ!!! Окончательные решения занеси в бланк ответов.

A5

I. Vocabulary and Communication
1. I usually have .......... for breakfast.

A) a sandwich

Б) a pancake

B) an omelette

Г) a sausage

2. Listening to classical music is Gary’s favourite ......... . When he has some free time, he always listens to it.
A) clue

Б) exercise

B) task

Г) pastime

Б) brown

B) pale

Г) curly

Б) fur.

B) feathers.

Г) paws.

3. Tom’s sister has got .......... eyes.
A) blonde
4. Tigers haven’t got any
A) tails.

5. My brother usually .......... the rubbish out on Saturday morning.
A) lays

Б) makes

B) takes

Г) does

B) living room.

Г) basement.

B) shirt

Г) dress

6. People usually have a cooker, a sink and a fridge in the
A) kitchen.

Б) bathroom.

7. Sonya has got a new .......... . She likes it very much.

A) suit

Б) skirt

8. A: ....................
B: No, I’m sorry, you can’t. You must tidy your room now.
A) Can you tidy my room, Mum?

Б) What can I do for you, Mum?

B) Could I go out, Mum?

Г) Can I go to my room, Mum?

9. A: How much are the tickets, please?
B: ....................
A) Four pounds for adults.

Б) Here you are.

B) From nine a.m. to five thirty p.m.

Г) They are for three people.

10. A: What would you like to drink?
B: ....................
A) No, thanks.

Б) Where is your drink?

B) Small, please.

Г) Can I have some lemonade, please?

II. Grammar
11. There are some posters .......... the wall in our classroom.
A) under

Б) between

B) in

Г) on

B) forteenth

Г) fortieth

12. The American Independence Day is on the .......... of July.
A) forth

Б) fourth

13. There are a lot of intelligent .......... in our school.
A) children

Б) womens

B) teenager

Г) student

B) mine

Г) your

B) some

Г) no

B) What

Г) Why

B) was

Г) were

14. That pencil case isn’t .........., it’s Henry’s.
A) my

Б) me

15. There isn’t .......... cottage cheese in the fridge.
A) a

Б) any

16. .......... weren’t you at school yesterday?
A) Whose

Б) When

17. Lena’s little sister .......... born eight months ago.
A) is

Б) did

18. I like Chinese food, .......... my brother doesn’t like it at all.
A) but

Б) and

B) because

Г) so

19. We arrived in (1) .......... Moscow on (2) .......... twelfth of January.
A) (1) the; (2) the

Б) (1) ? ; (2) a

B) (1) the; (2) a

Г) (1) ? ; (2) the

B) is some bread

Г) are many breads

20. There .......... in my shopping basket.
A) is a bread

Б) are some breads

III. Reading
Scotland is a beautiful country with mountains, lakes, castles and exciting cities. Here are some things you can do and see there.
The Highlands
Scotland is divided into two parts - the Highlands and the Lowlands. The north of Scotland is called the Highlands. There are lots of
mountains there, but there aren’t many people. It’s a beautiful area and there are lots of interesting things to do. You can hire a mountain
bike and go cycling in the mountains. You can visit a historic castle, sleep in a haunted room or see Loch Ness. It is 32 km long, 5 km wide,
and very, very deep. In Scotland, there is a popular legend about a monster. The monster lives in Loch Ness, near the town of Inverness.
The monster’s name is Nessie. People say that she is very big, and that she has got a long neck, like a snake.
The cities
The Lowlands are in the south of Scotland. 70% of Scottish people live in towns and cities in this area. Edinburgh and Glasgow are
the two biggest cities. The capital, Edinburgh, is on the east coast. Millions of people visit Edinburgh in August because of its famous
music and theatre festivals. Edinburgh has also got lots of famous historic buildings. Edinburgh Castle is more than 900 years old. It’s on
a hill and you can see all the city from its walls.
The islands
Scotland has got 790 islands, but people only live on 96 of them. The major island groups are the Hebrides, the Orkneys and the
Shetlands. The Shetlands are nearer to Norway than Scotland! The islands are fantastic for nature lovers. There are lots of rare plants
and animals. Seals are very common, but you can also see whales, dolphins and eagles.
The weather
Scotland is generally colder and wetter than the rest of the UK. In winter, temperatures can be very low and there’s often snow
on the mountains. Good times to visit are late spring and summer.
(Based on: P. Bowen, D. Delaney ‘TEAM UP 2’ Oxford)

21. The Highlands are in the .......... of Scotland.
A) south

Б) north

B) east

Г) west

Б) fat.

B) wide.

Г) short.

B) shallow

Г) steep

B) autumn.

Г) winter.

B) Edinburgh

Г) Inverness

B)

Г)

22. Nessie’s neck is very
A) long.

23. Loch Ness is a very .......... lake.
A) deep

Б) haunted

24. The Edinburgh Festival is in the
A) spring.

Б) summer.

25. .......... is the capital city of Scotland.
A) Glasgow

Б) London

26. You can see .......... around the Scottish islands.
A)

C
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Б)

